2D partially parallel imaging with k-space surrounding neighbors-based data reconstruction.
Partially parallel imaging (PPI) achieves imaging acceleration by replacing partial phase encoding (PE) with the spatially localized sensitivity encoding of a receiver surface coil array. Further accelerations can be achieved through 2D PPI along two PE directions in 3D MRI. This paper is to explore the k-space-based PPI acquisition and reconstruction strategies for 3D MRI. A surrounding neighbors-based autocalibrating PPI (SNAPPI) was first presented by generalizing the 2D multicolumn multiline interpolation method. Several 2D PPI reconstruction methods were then provided by applying SNAPPI to recover the partially skipped k-space data along two PE directions separately or nonseparately, in k-space or in the hybrid k and image space. An optimal 2D PPI sampling-based reconstruction approach was also presented for applying PPI along certain spatial direction along which the array coil has not sufficient sensitivity variation for a valid PPI reconstruction. Both simulated and in vivo 2D PPI data were used to evaluate the proposed methods.